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Growing hybrid trends
According to the latest research by Gallup Global Analytics and Research, the future 
of work is hybrid. Five out of 10 workers now work part of the week at home and 
part of the week at the office, with three in 10 working remotely 100% of the time.1 
Additionally, Gallup trend lines show hybrid work will continue to increase for the 
next several years.

The challenge? Worker engagement is often disrupted by slow, outdated devices 
that cause delays and drain productivity. Gallup estimates low engagement costs the 
global economy $8.8 trillion a year.2

Plan your hybrid strategy
The most effective way to deal with declining employee engagement is to plan your 
hybrid strategy. That strategy should include refreshing with the latest HP® devices 
with Windows® 11, which not only deliver higher productivity, efficiency and device 
satisfaction — but tighter security, too.

HP premium business laptops, available from Insight, deliver cutting-edge 
collaboration features in sleek, lightweight devices that keep hybrid teams engaged, 
connected and happy, no matter where they’re working.

HP premium business laptops deliver:
• HP Wolf security — comprehensive, secure, full-stack hardware and software 

protection
• Uninterrupted productivity — extra-long battery life, advanced haptic touch and 

digital pen inking capabilities
• Quality collaboration — advanced audio/visuals/peripherals to support better 

teamwork
• Ultimate flexibility — durable, configurable devices that enable work from any 

location

HP offers a complete hybrid-ready portfolio with multiple device choices and 
configurations to fit every kind of modern workplace.

Achieve more
Accelerate hybrid work with HP
business laptops

A team you can trust
As a top Fortune 500 Solutions 
Integrator with close to 40 years of 
hardware and software experience, 
Insight experts:

• Have a longstanding relationship 
with HP and deep understanding of 
its products

• Stay abreast of the latest, rapidly 
changing advances in technology

• Advise you based on your specific 
business needs and goals

• Put your priorities first
• Offer full lifecycle management 

services to remove the burden from 
your IT team

Narrow your choices
HP is well known for its wide selection 
of fast, reliable, business-ready devices 
secured with CPU-enforced isolation 
technology. But don’t let the broad 
range of choices overwhelm you. Your 
tech experts at Insight are standing 
by to discuss your device needs and 
organizational goals with you to 
determine which HP devices will best 
fit into your IT ecosystem — and 
always at a price you can afford.
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Devices for every type of end user
Whether you need high-capacity devices for data analysis, 3-D imaging or web design — or lightweight devices that help teams 
collaborate seamlessly from anywhere — HP business devices with Windows 11, available from Insight, deliver the speed, security 
and efficiency you need for today’s increasing work demands.

HP Windows 11 device Type of user Device overview

HP EliteBook 1040 G10

Mobile trailblazer: 

Work anywhere, anytime with small, 
lightweight devices that keep you 

connected and collaborating all day 
without a charge. 

Designed for mobile professionals who need 
rugged notebooks with enhanced graphic and 
system performance, the HP EliteBook 1040 G10 
with Windows 11 delivers exceptional mobility and 
performance while optimizing audio and video 
experiences based on how and where users are 
working. Additional features include:

• HP Wolf Pro Security preconfigured for enterprise-
level protection

• HP Sure Click AI protection against malware in 
common files and malicious websites

• HP Sure Sense AI protection against APT, 
ransomware and malicious files 

• Intel® Core™ i5 1335U processor

• Intel Iris® Xe Graphics

• Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 for reliable connections in 
wireless environments

• AI enabled Windows 11 OS

• 14” diagonal 16:10 display

• 16 GB DDR5

• 256 GB SSD

• 2 Thunderbolt™ 4, USB Type-C® 40Gbps signaling 
rate (Power Delivery, DisplayPort™ 1.4)

• 1 HDMI 2.1

• Thin, light chassis

• 5MP camera with HP Auto Frame

• HP Dynamic Voice Leveling

• 90% recycled magnesium enclosures

HP ProBook 450 G10

Home and Office Navigator: 

Get the performance you need to run 
multiple productivity applications 

whether you’re at home, in the office    
or on the go.

Designed for corporate professionals in small to 
medium businesses, the HP ProBook 450 G10 
with Windows 11 is ideal for those looking for 
an affordable device with essential security and 
multimedia capabilities. 

Easily upgradeable, this device is a feature-rich PC 
with long battery life that is equipped for long-term 
productivity. Perfect for hybrid work. Additional 
features include:

• HP Wolf Security

• HP Sure Click AI protection against malware in 
common files and malicious websites

• HP Sure Sense AI protection against APT, 
ransomware and malicious files 

• Intel® Core™ i5 1335U processor

• Intel UHD Graphics

• Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 for reliable connections in 
wireless environments

• AI enabled Windows 11 OS

• 15.6” diagonal FHD display

• 16 GB DDR4

• 256 GB SSD

• 2 USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate (1 charging, 1 power)

• 2 USB Type-C® 10Gbps signaling rate (USB 
Delivery, DisplayPort™ 2.1)

• 1 HDMI 2.1

• 19 MIL-STD tested (passed) for durability and 
simple serviceability 

https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/7Z184UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/7Z184UT%23ABA/HP-EliteBook-1040-G10-Notebook-Wolf-Pro-Security-14-Core-i5-1335U-Evo-16-GB-RAM-256-GB-SSD-US-with-HP-Wolf-Pro-Security-Edition-1-year/
https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/822P4UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/822P4UT%23ABA/HP-PB450G10-Notebook-Intel-Core-I51335U-16-GB-RAM-256-GB-SSD-15-Full-HD-Win-11-Pro-US-1-year-warranty/
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HP ZBook Firefly 14 G10    
Mobile Workstation

Professional creator: 

Turn ideas into reality with devices 
that seamlessly run power-hungry 
applications and support custom 
peripherals, including pens and  

drawing tablets.

Designed for true mobility and professional-grade 
performance, the HP ZBook Firefly 14 G10 Mobile 
Workstation with Windows 11 is a powerful, 
sophisticated laptop, perfect for those who need to 
collaborate and manage projects from anywhere. 

Armed with integrated or discrete graphics, this 
device lets you open large files and run pro apps 
simultaneously for fast multitasking and seamless 
productivity. Additional features include:

• HP Wolf Pro Security preconfigured for  
enterprise-level protection

• HP Sure Start device lock with industry-first self-
healing BIOS

• Intel® Core™ i5 1340P processor

• Intel Iris® Xe Graphics

• Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 for reliable connections in 
wireless environments

• AI enhanced auto-framing 5MP camera

• AI Noise Suppression software

• AI enabled Windows 11 OS

• 14” diagonal WUXGA touchscreen

• 175-degree hinge design

• Spill-resistant keyboard

• 16 GB DDR5

• 512 GB SSD

• HP Fast Charge for zero to 50% charge in 30 minutes

• 1 SuperSpeed USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate   
(1 charging, 1 power)

• 2 Thunderbolt™ 4 with USB4™ Type-C® 40Gbps 

• 1 HDMI 2.0b

• 100% of Z by HP workstations include ocean-
bound and/or recycled plastics

HP EliteBook 840 G10 Notebook

Power user: 

These powerful, customizable machines 
can support mission-critical workloads 

and high-resolution peripherals         
with ease.

Designed for mobile professionals who need         
best-in-class, resilient devices, the HP EliteBook 840 
G10 Notebook is a strong, dependable machine 
that takes the guesswork out of setting up for               
hybrid collaboration. 

Get enhanced system and graphic performance plus 
a built-in 5MP IR camera which allows workers to 
attend virtual meetings looking and sounding their 
best. With the power of AI, enjoy optimized comfort, 
performance and device responsiveness. Additional 
features include:

• HP Wolf Security Pro security preconfigured for 
enterprise-level protection

• HP Sure Click AI protection against malware in 
common files and malicious websites

• HP Sure Sense AI protection against APT, 
ransomware and malicious files 

• Intel® Core™ i7 1360P processor

• Intel Iris® Xe Graphics

• Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 for reliable connections in 
wireless environments

• AI enabled Windows 11 OS

• 14” diagonal WUXGA display

• 16 GB DDR5

• 512 GB SSD

• 2 Thunderbolt™ 4 with USB Type-C® 40 Gbps 
signaling rate (USB Power Deliver, DisplayPort™ 1.4)

• 2 USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate

• 1 HDMI 2.1
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https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/7Z1M3UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/7Z1M3UT%23ABA/HP-ZBook-Firefly-14-G10-Mobile-Workstation-Wolf-Pro-Security-14-Core-i5-1340P-16-GB-RAM-512-GB-SSD-US-with-HP-Wolf-Pro-Security-Edition-1-year/
https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/7Z1M3UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/7Z1M3UT%23ABA/HP-ZBook-Firefly-14-G10-Mobile-Workstation-Wolf-Pro-Security-14-Core-i5-1340P-16-GB-RAM-512-GB-SSD-US-with-HP-Wolf-Pro-Security-Edition-1-year/
https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/7Y359UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/7Y359UT%23ABA/HP-EliteBook-840-G10-Notebook-14-Core-i7-1360P-16-GB-RAM-512-GB-SSD-US/
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A true end-to-end partner 
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex 
challenges to develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization 
run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce, optimize your business and 
create meaningful experiences. 

Global scale & 
coverage

Operational 
excellence & 

systems

Software  
DNA

Services 
solutions

Data center 
transformation

Next-generation 
tech skills

App dev & IoT 
expertise

Digital platform Partner 
alignment

Sources:
1 Weigart, B.; Harter, J.; Agrawal, S. (Oct. 9, 2023) The Future of the Office Has Arrived: It’s Hybrid. https://www.gallup.com/workplace/511994/future-

  office-arrived-hybrid.aspx 
2 Gallup, “State of the Global Workplace: 2023 Report” https://www.gallup.com/workplace/349484/state-of-the-global-workplace.aspx
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HP EliteBook 860 G10 Notebook

Front-line and Back Office Hero: 

Secure, fast, reliable devices with 
comfortable ergonomics ensure 

teammates can help customers with 
their every need.

Designed to be highly secure and easy to manage 
remotely, the HP EliteBook 860 G10 Notebook is built 
for mobile workers with complex workloads.

Powered by the latest Intel processor, this distinctive 
PC comes with enterprise-ready security features 
and enhanced system and graphic performance. 
Additional features include:

• HP Wolf Security from BIOS to browser and 
beyond

• Intel® Core™ i5 1335U processor

• Intel Iris® Xe Graphics

• Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX211 for reliable connections in 
wireless environments

• AI enabled Windows 11 

• 16” diagonal WUXGA display

• 16 GB DDR5

• 512 GB SSD

• 2 Thunderbolt™ 4 with USB Type-C® 40 Gbps 
signaling rate (USB Power Deliver, DisplayPort™ 1.4)

• 2 USB Type-A 5Gbps signaling rate (1 charging)

• 1 HDMI 2.1

• Contains at least 50% post-consumer recycled 
plastic in keycaps

* Please contact an Insight specialist if your device choice is out of stock.

https://www.insight.com/en_US/shop/product/7Y3D7UT%23ABA/hp%20inc/7Y3D7UT%23ABA/HP-EliteBook-860-G10-Notebook-16-Core-i5-1335U-16-GB-RAM-512-GB-SSD-US/

